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SOME INTERNAL COMPACTIFICATIONs' 
of 
.. 
TOPOLOGICAL SP-ACES 
by 
Frank Kontrovich 
ABSTRACT 
-
' . . -The author develops two general methods of compact-
:ification .. ,,,In the first chapter, he develops the Wallman 
·- -
Compactification. This consists in forming a space w(X) 
from a T1- space, X, by regarding classes of closed sets 
which are maximal with respect to the finite intersection 
• . 'I property as points of the derived space. The latter space 
is shown to be compact, and Xis embedded in it. In the 
case w(X) is Hausdorff,(hence X, Tychonoff), it is shown 
that w(X) coincides with the Stone-Cech Compactification. 
The second chapter is devoted to developing the generator-
systems for the d~rived space of Freudenthal's treatment 
of the Theory of Prime Ends. This is done b~ intro-
ducing a strong inclusion relation, and obtaining a 
topological structure from it, the D-space. The '!.endpoints" 
,fl 
are introduced by restricting attention to the case where 
the given space is a second countable, locally peripherally 
compact, Hausdorff space, ~ith a D-structure involving 
'\ 
the open sets which have a compact boundary. The discus-
sion of characterization in the third chapter is facil-
itated h¥ ,consideration of local peripheral compacta. The 
'·' 
result of the chapter is that a compactum is the 
' i 
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I 
compactification of a dense subspac-e by endpoints if and 
only if the complement of the subspace is zero-dimensional, 
and-thgt this complement satisfies a non-separating 
.0 
condition. The final chapter applies the results· to 
connected topological groups with endpoints. The central 
theor·e.m states that such a group has, at most, two 
enapoints. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The-methods for -compactifying a topological space 
fall into two general categories: external compactifica-
tions and internal co~pactifications. The former consists 
in finding a compact space in which the given space is 
" a dense subset. The Stone-Cech Compactification is an 
example of such a procedure. Internal compactification 
consists in extending the given space by adjoining points 
whose neighborhoods are specified by constructions carried 
ouf within the space. The Alexandro££ one-point com-
pactification and the no-point compactific·atio:rr. a:re exampl·e:s 
bf the i~ternal type. 
This study treats two compactificatio·ns of the last 
category. Jhe first, due to H. Wallman [5], uses certain 
classes of closed subsets to form the compactification of 
~- r1-spaceo In one sense, it is a generalization of the 
..., 
Stone-Cech method, since if the given space is Tychonoff, 
the two give homeomorphic spaces. The second internal 
compactification is due, in its general form, to H. 
Freudenthal [ .1]. Intuitively, this consists in noting 
that certain topological objects have ''ends", in the sense 
that there are classes of open sets which are not the 
basis for a neighborhood system of any point of the space, 
• 
but which strongly resemble such a basis; as, for example, 
the semi-infinite open intervals in the real line, or 
.. 
·-3·· . .. 
' 
.. 
., . 
the complements of compact subsets of the complex plane. 
Freudenthal 's treatment of the. ~·~-~.ory- of Prime Ends makes 
' ·-·· ·, 
precise this intuitive concept. In addition, it gives a 
characterization for a given compact space to be the 
. 
compactification of a dense subspace by endpoints, and 
- considers some of the implications for connected topo-
logical groups-for which the concept of endpoint is 
defined. 
. ' 
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0. Preliminaries 
·-. 
General topological terms and notation used by J. L. 
Kelley [3], are employed consistently throughout, with the 
following alterations and additions: 
the boundary of a set, A, is denoted by dA~ 
The complement of a set, B, with respect to a set::., 
X, is denoted by X-Bo 
A topological space that is a. ~~mp~~t metric spac~ 
is called a compactumo 
A topological space is called locally peripherally 
compact iff every neighborhood of an arbitrary point of 
the space contains a neighborhood with a compact boundary. 
A topological space is a local peripheral compactum 
iff every neighborhood of an arbitrary point of the space 
contains a neighborhood which has a boundary which is a 
compactumo 
Locally peripherally compact, and local peripheral 
compactum will be abbreviated to 1-dcompact, and 1-dcompac-
tum, respectively. 
A set is called closed-open iff it is both closed and 
open . 
. A topological space is zero-dimensional iff every 
neighborhood of an arbitrary point of the space contains 
a closed-open neighborhood. Equivalently, a space is zero-
dimensional-iff the closed-open subsets of the space form 
·5 
--, ... ~··· .._,;_....,.-4., -. 
.... 
' q 
- 1· ............... ,.--.. ,. ........ ,- .. ,~~-- ... ~ ... , .... ~ ......... ,..-... · .... ' '·· •• ~~~ 
a basis for the topology. This and other properties of 
zero-dimensionality are discussed by Hurewicz and Wallman 
.. ,.. 
Strong inclusion, defined for a topological space 
(X, J), is a relation, << , in JKJ , satisfying the fol-
lowing conditions for all u, V, Ul, 
~l' Uz, Vz E J: 
(i) U~<<.V => -uc v~ · 9 
(ii) (Ul << VI\ u2 << V) 9 u1u u2 <_-<::: V: o· 
' 
r 
(iii) (U << v1 /\ U << V2) =)_ U << V1f1Vz ; 
(iv) U << V 9 (X-V) << (X-U) ; 
(v) 
A topological space i~ said to have a D-structure 
if£ there is a strong inclusion defined for the space. 
Such a space is also called a D-space. Where no ambigui-
ties will arise, the class of p~irs·_of:~:open sets which 
enter the strong inclusion relation on a space, is also 
called a D-structure. 
A topological space is said to have a D0 -structure 
iff there is a relation, satisfying conditions (i) to (iv), 
inclusive, for a strong inclusion relation, defined on 
the space. Such a space is called a D1 -space. Again, a 
D'-structure may refer to the class of pairs of open sets 
entering the relation. 
Remark 1: Any topological space can be made into a 
-D-space by setting U << V <=> Uc V. 
Remark 2.: Any subspace. of. a D-space (D' -space) inher-
its a D-structure (Dg-structure):· U <<Vin the sub-
6 
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space, Y, <=> 3U',V'eJ (U - u •n y I\ V = V1/1 Y/\U' 
<< V'). 
Remark 3: A D'-structure-can be~ extend ..ed to a D-structure: 
" 
--
u- << u • the D-structure (=) 
.3 ui, u2 (u1 c ui A u2c u2.1, in 1 2 I 
U' << u2 • the D' -structure). in 1 
Given a D-space, a basis for Dis a D'-structure on the 
space, extendible to the D-structure of the space .. 
AD-space, X, is D-regular, iff for each xEX, and 
each neighborhood, U, of x, there is a neighborhood, V, 
of x, ,such that V << U. 
AD-space is D-norm.al iff U << V implies that there 
.i_s: an open set, W, satisfying U << W << V. 
A D-space is D-countable iff there is a basis for ,D·., 
:wh·ich has a countable D' -structure. 
-., 
_,. 
:• .,. ,. 
• 
,j ,. ' 
1. The Wallman Compactification 
Let X be a T1-space. Denote by :I, the class of all open 
sets; and b·y 3-, the class of a1·1 clo'sed sets. Let w(X) be the 
.. 
collection of all subclasses, A, of J, which have the finite 
' intersection property (FIP), and which are maximal relative to 
this property; i.e. each satisfies: 
w(X) is clearly not void, since the class of all closed 
sets containing a given point satisfies both FIP and (1). 
The elementary properties of the sets,A, are stated in 
the following. 
Lemma 1 If A is a maximal collection.of closed sets 
in a T1-space, then: 
(i) Al EA, AzE A ~ Al nAzE A; hence, for 
any finite collection [Ak1 CA,, (k=l, ... n) 
n 
we have kQlAke A; 
(ii) F1e']-A, F2e'J,-..A ~ F1 UF2eJ-.A;hence, 
for any fi~~te collection f Fk\ c?f,-.A, {k=l, 
n 
... n), we have kYlFkEJ'-~; 
(iii) A' E A <=> V AeA {AnA '"ffJ)A. (A I e J.). 
Proofs: (i) By the FIP, for any finite subset,c-4 'CA- , 
•' (A10A2)0~,A')I~. Hence by the contrapositive of the condition 
(1), we ha~ (A1 OA2) ¢'1-A, t~us A1 OA2e GI'/ , since A1 nA2e J, . 
The second part of (i) is a clear inductive result . 
a· 
(ii) If F1 ,F2€Y.-A, then by (1), there are finite 
subsets A 1 , ..A-2 CA-, such that Fin (AQ .. f~.)=¢', (i=l, 2). By (i), 
_, 
above, A'= _n A €c.A-, and olearly, F.nA'=si, (i=l,2). Hence, 
A•tA u " 1 . --
' "".2 
(F1UF2)nA'=si, and since F1 UF2€-2f, we have F1UF2€]-..A-, not 
satisfying the FIP for A . 
. (iii) If A'€ .A~ then since A has the FI~,/ A 'OA,'S3, . 
for all AE.A-. Conversely, if A'EY,, and A'nA,tsi for all AEcA-, 
then clearly A'n(AQ.i~),'¢', for all finite subclasses,c4'C~. 
Hence by the contrapositive of the maximality condition,(!), 
we have A'/ -:3 -c.A. Since A' E J' , A' E A . II 
For any set UE 'J, define A < U by: 
(2) A <· u <=) ( cA ew(X) /\ 3 Ae eA (ACU)) . 
Furthermore, 1¢t 
(3) * .· U :::.fA:cA<U]. 
Lemma 2 * (i) w(X) -U = [.A : X-UE A} ; 
(ii) cunv)* = u*nv*; 
(iii)(uUv)* = u*uv*. 
Proofs: (i) If.Aew(X)-u*, then c.41. U. Hence for each 
.. 
AEA, An (X-U),'¢'. Since X-Ue '3=, we have by (iii) of lemma 1, 
* X-Ue c.A . Thus w(X) -U C [.A : X-UE ,A]. Conversely, if X-Ue ck , 
then by the same lemma, An (X-U),'si for all AecA; so cA ¢1. Thus 
* * - * cA ~ , and hence cA E w(X)-U . Therefore,[.A :X-UEcAJ = w(X)-U. · 
(ii) {UOV) * = f c.4 : rA < (unv)] = [ ,A : 3 Ae,A (Acunv)} 
= [ t-4 : .3 Ae .A (A CU I\ A CV)} = [ cA : e4 < U A ,A< V } = f A : ,4-< U J 
[ * * ' n c-4 : c4 < vJ = u nv . 
(iii) u*uv* = [A: rA<U] U { cA :A< VJ • Clearly, f cA. :~< U} 
'* * C [ cA : s-4< UUV l , and f cA : c-4- < V 1 C [ '4- : ,A < UUV l . Hence U UV C 
•. 
9 
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t 
[ .A : .../< U] U f .A: c:.4< V] C [c-4 : c-Af < UUV] = {UUV) *. Now w{X) 
-(u*uv*) = (w{X)-u*)n(w{X)-V*) = {A :X-Ue ..4} n {cA :X-Ve A} by 
· part (i) of this lenuna. X-U€AI\ X-VeA => (X-U)n(X-V)eA, by 
part (i) of lenuna 1. Henc-e [A :X-Ue t:Al n [cA. :X-Vec=AJ C {rA: 
* (X-U)n(X-V)eA] = [eA :X-(UUV)e c:,A(J = w(X)-(UUV) . Thus w(X) 
* * * * * * -(U UV) C w(X)-(UUV) , and therefore, (UUV) CU UV. Hence we 
have {UUv)* =u*uv*. II 
. * Note that </* = <j, since ¢ is in no A . Furthermore, X = w(X). 
Because of (ii) and (iii) of the preceding lennna, { u*: Ue J} 
can therefore be used as a basis for a topology for w(X), ··which 
we assume, hereafter, w(X) has. 
We now seek to embed X densely in w(X). Define for xEX, 
6(x) = [ A: xeAe J} . Note that since X is a T1 -space, [x} e 5(x) 
for all xeX. This guarantees the maximality of 6(x), since tf 
A'i, 6(x), A'e~, then x¢A', hence A'nfx} = ¢, satisfying (1). 
The FIP is obviously satis~ied for 6(x). Thus 6 maps X into w(X). 
Important properties of 6 are contained in_the following. 
Lemma 3 5 is one to one and into w(X), and is continous. 
5(X) is dense in w(X). Xis homeomorphic to 6(X), if the 
. :, .. latter is given the relativized topology. 
' 
Proof: If x :/ y, then since [x) n [y} = <I, [x 1 i 5(y), 
and fy} i 6(x), and thus·5(x) fj(y). 5 is one 
For any Ue J , xEU ~ 5(x)eu*, since [x] 
to one. 
* E U . Hence, 
-1( * ,.lry _.,,; UC6 U) . If x~u, then 6(x) "'- U, since fxJ CA for all Ae6(x). 
Thus 6(x)i u*. Therefore U = 5-l(u*) , and 5 is continous. The 
preceding also shows that 6(U) C u*n6{X). Since for each A E u* 
* n 6 (X), there is an XEU such that [ x l e A , we have U n5 (X) (5 (U) . 
. ~ 
l. ::'1 
,,rnn 
10 
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* Hence 5{U) = 5(X)n U, and 6 is bicontinuous onto 5(X). o(X) 
is clearly dense in w(X), since any neighborhood of a point 
* of w(X) contains a neighborhood of the form U, which contains 
6 (x), fo·r xEU. II 
We are now in a position to state the central result. 
Theorem 1 If Xis a T1-space, then (w(X), 6) is a 
compactification of X. If Xis also normal, w(X) is 
Hausdorff. 
Proof~ It was shown in lemma 3 that 6(X) is a dense sub-
set of w(X), and that 5(X) is homeomorphic to X. It remains 
to show that w(X) is compact. Since each closed set in w(X) 
is the intersection of complements of the basis for w(X), it 
is sufficient to show that each class of complements of basic 
open sets that has the FIP, has non-void intersection. Let 
[ w(X)-u; : p<:R } be such closed sets . having the FIP. Let 
* . k {w(X)~Upi: i = 1, ... ,k} be a finite subclass with iQ1~w(X) 
-uPi) I~. The last inequality is equivalent to w(X) -iM1uPi 
k * ~ ~; and by (iii) of lermna 2, to w(X) - (.~1up.) /~'which k 1- 1 
is the same as w(X) = x* / (.~1up.)*. Clearly this implies X / k k i- 1 k 
i~lUpi and X-i~lUpi /~'and hence iQ1(X-Upi) f ¢· Thus the 
collection [x-up: p€R J has the FIP. By the Axiom of Choice, 
we can form a set e-4- , by adjoining to [ X-U p: p<:R ] members 
. of 'J: to make A maximal with respect to the FIP. In this 
case c,,4 Ew(X). Moreover, X-U E aA for all pER, hence e,,,/ E w(X} 
. p ' 
* - U for all p pER. Thus w(X) is compact. - · I 
If Xis normal, w(X) is Hausdorff: Let ~l' ~ 2 € w(X), 
with ~l / c-42. Then by part (iii) of l~mma 1, there are closed 
sets A1e...41, A2 € eA-2 such that A1n A2 =~.By normality, there 
are~ open" sets u1 , u2 containing A1 and A.2 . respectively, with 
11 
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* * * * .. u1 n u2 = fi. Now cA l E. u1, vf 2E u2 , and u1n Uz= f6 by part (11) 
of lemma 2 and the comment after the lemma. Hence w(X) is a 
Hausdorff spac-e. If 
The Wallman Compactification is a generalization of the 
..., 
Stone-Cech Compactification in the following sense: if Xis, 
in addition to the previous hypothesis of being a r1-space, 
also completely regular, hence Tychonoff, then the Wallman 
Compactification is homeomorphic to the Stone-Cech Compacti-
fication if the former is Hausdorff. The proof of this fact 
is facilitated if the classes which constitute the points of 
• 
w(X) are generalized to a structure called a filter base. 
A filter base (in a space .x) is a collection,c4, of 
subsets which satisfy: 
(i) 'i' , rA- ; 
(ii) A1,A2 E A => 
A relation,< , can be defined on the class of all fil-
ter bases of a space by agreeing that for filter basE:?s e.A, 63 , 
(4) A< a3 <=> 'v Ae A, 3 Be Q3 (BC A). 
Remark 1: If f is a function on a set X to a set Y, and 
if A is a filter base in X, then from the fundamental 
properties of functions, we have that f(c.4) = [f(A) :AE.A} 
is a filter base in Y. 
' Remark 2: In any topological space, it is clear that the 
neighborhood system of any point is a filter base . 
. ,
The last observation provides a definition for the limit, 
lim A , of. a .,.filter base,~ , in a topological space: 
. .. ·-· -- ··--~- '--:-···~~: ~~-···-·- ... ··; - ···,· ' 
12 
' n
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\. 
(5) X = lim ·eA (=) N(x) ( eA 
where N(x) is the neighborhood system of x. 
...... ·'-·-· .. , 
Lemma 4 Properties of filter bases. 
(i) A topological space is aausdorff if and only 
if each filter base possessing a limit has a unique 
limit;_ 
(ii) If f is a function on a topological space,'X, 
to ·-another, Y, then f is continuous at xeX if and 
only if for any filter base, cA-, with limA= x, we 
have lim f(A) = f(x); 
(iii) If X,Y are topologi·cal ~p~ces, and ACX, then 
f~ A~ Y is continuous at xe A if and only if f(x) 
= lim f (NA (x)), where NA (x) is the nei_ghborhood sys-
tem of x relativized to A. 
Proofs~ (i) If X is Hausdorff, and eA- is a filter base 
having two distinct limits, x1 ,x2 , then there are neighbor-
hoods U1, Uz, of xl and Xz respectively, such that uln Uz = ~-
By the definition of the limit of a filter base, there are A1, 
A2EcA-, such that A1 C u1 , A2c u2 . This, however, is impossible, 
since it implies A1n A2 =~'violating the conditions for a 
filter base. Conversely, if Xis not Hausdorff, then there are 
distinct points, x, y, in X, such that UE N(x), Ve N(y) implies 
unv :I </ .. Let C = [·unv:,r Ue N(x)' Ve N(y)] . C is a filter 
~ase, since clearly rj ¢ C , and if C1,C2E e_ , then cln Cz = 
(u1nv1)n(u2n Vz) = (uln U2)n(v1n V2) E C . Since each member 
of C. is contained in some Ue N(x), and in some Ve N(y), we 
have x = lim (!, and y = lim (!; i.e. C has two distinct limits: .. 
I.: .__, ,I 
13 
--
. -t· - ,· (ii) Suppose that for each filt(er base,A , with limA = x, 
f. 0 .. t. I 
we have f(x) = lim f(e.4). LettA' = N(x) •r Then f(x) = lim f(N(x)), 
and by the definition of a filter base, N(f(x)) < f(N(x)). By 
definition of the relation,<, this is equivalent to the state-
ment that for each Ue N(f(x)), there is a Ve N(x) such that 
f (V) C U. Hence f is continuous and lim a4 = x. Conversely, sup-
p~ f is continuous, and that lim~ = x. Then for each UEN(f(x)) 
there is a VE N(x) such that f(V)C U. By the definition of limc:.4 
= x, N(x) < :· ~)" Hence there is a set AecA such that AC V. 
Therefore f(A)C f{V)C U, and so N{f(x)) < f(eA). Thus f(x) = 
lim f(,4). 
(ii,i) This part of the theorem is clear from -t;h.e.· _proo.f o,f· 
p·c1rt < ii) . 11 
The crucial theorem relating the filter base to the exten-
sibility of continuous functions from dense subspaces is now 
. 
stated. 
Theorem 2 L~t X be a topological space, and let Y be a 
T3-space. Furthermore, suppose A is dense in X, and f:A+Y 
is continuous. Then f can be extended to a continuous func-
tion, 1: X ~ Y, provided that lim f(NA(x)) exists for each 
X in X. 
Proof: Define f(x) = lim f(NA(x)). If xEA, then by part 
(iii) of lenuna 4, t(x) = f (x). Thus r is an extension of f .- It 
is an .extension to all of X, since in this case, where A is 
dense in X, NA(x) I~' hence NA(x) is well defined for all xeX. 
It remains to s·how that f is continuous. Let xeX and let w1 be 
a neighborhood of f (x) in Y .. Since Y is regular, there is a 
neighborhood, w2, of f(x), such that W~(w1 . Since lim f(NA(x)) 
= !(x), there is a U~ N(x), such that f(UnA)C w2 . Denote unA by 
14 
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B. Let YE U, and let NB(y) be the neighborhood system of y_ 
relative to B. This class is not void forL.a similar reason 
'I 
that NA(x) is not void: Bis dense in U. Because we have 
UUBC UUA for each set U, open in X, it is clear that NA(y) 
< NB(y). Thus f(NA(y)) < f(NB(y)). By definition of r'(y), 
we have __ N(r(y)) < f (NA (y)) and hen_ce N{r(y)) < f (NB (y}) and 
therefore "f(y) = lim f(NB(y)). Now let w3€N(f(y)). There is, 
then, a VeN(y) such that f(VnB)CW3· Hence f(B)nw3 I~' and 
since f(B)C w2, W2_n w3 / 9). Consequently, !(y)€W2c w1, and f (U) C w1 Hence f is continuous. II 
Corollary: Bounded, real-valued functions on a r1-spac¢ 
X, as a dense subspace of w(X), satisfy the hypotheses 
of the last theorem, and hence have extensions to w(X) 
which are also continuous. Consequently, if w(X) is a 
Hausdorff.spacei then w(X) is homeomorphic to the 
V Stone-Cech Compactification of X, which is necessarily 
Tychonoff. 
Proof: Let f: X ~ (m,M] CR be a continuous function 
on X. LetrA be a point of w(X). As a maximal collection of 
closed sets,A is a filter base. Thus f(-4) has the FIP, and 
hence also f(A-). Since m,M is compact, this implies. that 
nf(.4-) I (JI. £(ck) is· clearly a filter base. Let rE n£'4). As-
sertion: r = lim f(.,4). Let UE N.(r). By regularity of the 
real numbers, there is a set, Ve N(r), such that Ve U. Since 
ref (A), for each AE A, clearly vnf {A) ~ t;J for each A€ , 
since f-1(v)nA = 9) ~ vnf(A) C ff-l(v)nf(A) = 9). But then 
B = f- 1(V)€A. Now f(B) = f(f-l(V)) C ff-1(v) = V ( U, and 
. ,1 
Ill 
II 
·• I 
I. 
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t~Us N(r) < f(.,4). Clearl; f(c,4) < f(o4). Hence N(r) < f(~), 
and r = lim f (J), as well as r = lim £(.,4). The first part 
.,, 
of the corollary will be established if lim f (NX(..4)) exists 
* -for each A E w(X), where Nx(.4-) is the w(X)-neighborhood 
system of -4 relativized to X. LetcA e w(X) and let N* (A) 
denote its w(X)-neighborhood system. Let Ue N(r), where r = 
lim. f(c:4,). By regularity, there is a Ve N(r), such that V C 
U. In this case, B = f-l(V) e .A, as was established previ-
ously. Also, as before, f(B) CV CU. Thus BC £- 1 (U) = W, 
* * * an open set in X. Since Beo.4-, by definition of W, We N (-4). 
* Now W = W n X, and f(W) CU. Thus for each Ue N(r), there 
* '. is a f(W)e f(NX(.,.4.)), such that f(W) CU; and hence N(r) 
* J • * f(Nx(""")), and r = lim f(Nx(~)). Thus the hypotheses of 
the theorem are satisfied, and f has a continuous extension, 
1, to all of w(X). 
V 
Since the Stone-Cech Compactification is characteriz~d 
-,·\ by the fact that it is the Hausdorff compactification, of a 
space, X, such that eyery real-valued, bounded, continuous 
function on X, has a continuous extension to all of the 
Hausdorff compactification, the second part of the coral-
lary is clear. II 
.; 
·! 
.'I..' 
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2. Compactification by Endpoints 
-'- ,r 
Let (X, 'J) be a topological space, for the moment, 
without further restrictions, except that it has a D-
structure. 
A generator (in X) is a ·collection, u*, of open sets 
for which the following are true: 
t 
(i) u* has the FIP; 
(ii) \IUEu*, 3D'Eu*(U' << U); 
(iii) If v1,v2 are open sets with V1<< v2, then 
\IUEu*(Vln u f P) =;> U'Eu*(U' CVz), 
Lemma 1 Let u* be a generator. Then 
., 
Proof: By the definition of a generator, there are 
sets Di, D2Eu* with Di<< D1, and uz << u2 . Set V1 = Uin 
D_i, and v2 = u1 n u2 . Since Din D.2 C Ui << Dl' and Din u.z C 
D_i << u2 , we have Din D2 << D1 n D2 , i.e. V1<< v2
. Be-
cause u* has the FIP, V 1 n D f p for all UEu*. Hence there 
is a D3Eu* such that U3 C Vz, i. e_. D3 Cul n D2· II 
We now make the following definitions: 
(1) 
(2) 
u* < V (9 3Ueu*(UcV) 
u* = v* = \/ UEu*, VEv*(unv f P). 
·The latter actually de.fines an equivalence relation: 
Reflexivity and symmetry are trivial. Let u* = v* and v* 
= w*. Then for all VEv*, WEw*, we h~ve u*< V, and v*< W. 
. . -
,,, 
i 
i 
1 . 
.. 
-,-·- ..... , ·.,,._ 
·., 
',:.) 
::.:.·. 
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Hence there are sets U'eu*, V'ev*, such that U'c V'c W; 
. * 1.. e. u < W for all Wew*. Since u* has the FIP, U'n U f ~ 
for · all Ueu*; hence Un W f= ~' for all Ueu*, Wew*. Thus 
u* = w*, and the relation is transitive. 
* . Let X be the set of all generators in X, identi-
. * fying equivalent generators. Actually, t:hen, X consists 
of equivalence c-1asses _of generators. It is not difficult 
to show that the manipulations performed by using one 
representative of the class are actually independent of 
the representative chosen. In fact, it is clear that the 
-
·union of equivalent generators is again a generator~ It 
·* i:s. possible to define. the points of X to be the unions 
of equivalent generators, i.e. to be maximal generators. 
However, it will be desirable in what follows to repre-
sent generators with class~s of open sets, each having 
a specific property. Thus we choose the former definition 
* of X and assume the independence of choice of represen-
tation of a generator. 
For each Ue J define~ 
(3) 
* X can 
, * { U . = u*: u* 
be topologized 
< u 1· . 
by letting {. u*: Ue J} be a 
subbasis for * a· topology, which will be denoted by J . 
(x*, ,....,*) v can be given a D-structure by- letting 
(4) * * U << V - U << V -
' 
and extending this D 1 -structure. 
'I 
. 
Lemma 2 Eleme.n-tary properties o·f ex*, 3*) 
tet U, Ve 'J , then: 
l 
18 
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=> 
u* 
u*e 
~ 
-
(i) 
I 
., (ii) 
(iii) 
................. 
·-· 
ucv =) 
u*n v*: -
·* u u * V C 
. 
* * 
,. 
u C V: 
(un v>* 
(U UV)* 
(iv) u*E ~ V* <=> unv 1 ,&' f:o:t"'· cil-:i u-··. * . , Ell 
(v) => -u << V U*c V* 
(vi) -* * -(X-U) - X - U* -
·-
--·-
* (vii) X • T3 -space. l.S a 
Proofs: (i) u*e u* <=> u* < U <=> U'eu*(U' C U) 
U8e u*(U~CV) <=> 
. * (ii) u*e (Un V) 
u~ < V <=> * * * u*e V ; i. e·:··- U c V o 
<=> u* < U n V ~ u* < U and 
9 * * <=> u*e. * * < V u*eU and u*eV U n V . Now suppose 
u*n * * * <=> V , then u*EU and u*eV u* < U and u* < V 
' u1,u2eu*(U1 C U u2 C V). Since u3eu*(U3 C u1n U2 )·, 
i 
we have u3 C U, u3 C V, hence u3 C Un V or u*< unv; ·i:.-e. u*e 
* * * * (Un V) . Therefore (Un V) = U n V • 
. * u * _, (iii) u*e U V 7 u*< U and u*< ·v. Hence, there 
is a U'eu* with U'C U 
have u*< U UV and u*e 
(iv) u*eV* (=> 
or u IC V; i .. e-.. ,U e:c u:u V. Thus we 
* (U U V) . 
U*n v* 4 ~ f * r or all Ueu, since it 
is clear from the previous parts of this lemma that the 
class {u*: Ueu*f- forms a base for the neighborhood sys-
tem of u*. Hence by (ii), above, Un V ·f ¢·,. for all Ueu*. 
Conversely, Un V f p5 for all UEu* ~ lJ* nv* f p5 <~ 
·· u*e V*. 
(v) u*eii'* <=> U •n U f ¢ ,£.or all U 'eu*(by (iv)). 
· By the definition of a generator, there is a U"eu*, with 
* U''C V. Hence u~< V and u*eV . 
* - /.:\. * (vi) x*eX - U·* ,=y x*¢U . By (iv), this is equiva-
-~,i) 
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lent to UnV f p for some Vex*. Since Vis open, tfiis 
implies vex-IT. This .is true iff x*< (X -: __ U), which is 
the same as x*e(X - U). 
(vii) * X is Hausdorff: Let x* and y* be distinct 
generators, i.e. non-equivalent generators. Then there is 
a Uxex* and a U ey* with U nu = ¢. u* is a neighborhood y X y X 
of x*, and u*, of y*. By (ii), u* n u* = ¢, x* is regular: . y X y 
* Let U be a neighborhood of u*. Since u*<U, there is a 
* * u1eu* with u1c U, and hence by (i), u1c U. From the defi-
nition of a generator, there is a u2E u* with u2 << u1. 
- * - * * Hence U~ C u1, by (v). Therefore urc U , and X is regu-
lar, and thus a r3-space. 11 
Remark 1: Part (ii) of the preceding lemma actually 
shows that the sets of the form u*, where U is open 
in X, form not merely a subbase, but a base for the 
* topology of X . 
. * Remark 2: In the proof of the regularity of X, in 
(vii) above, it was noted that any neighborhood of 
* u* contains a set of the form u1, with u1eu*. Hence 
* U: Ueu*. forms a basis for the neighborhood sys-
tem of u*. Moreover, by repla·cing U, Veu*, where U << 
V, by sets u1,v1 in the basis for D, which satisfy 
u 
.ul << v1 V, any u* can be generated by members 
D 
of the bas is. Hence the class of all sets . * u 
' 
:·i .. A • ••• where U is an open set in a member of the basis for 
D, is- a topological basis for x*. 
'.,,' :- ;- .......•.. - ..... , ' ,; , , .• 1. -r~·,. ··-·, " ,, . - -.. "r\. . . . , !·. '·i' 
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Let g be a transformation defined by: 
(5) g(a) = [u: UeJ, aeuJ for aeXo 
Hence g maps a point of X onto its -neighbqrhood -systemo 
!• • ···-~ 
Attention is now restricted to the case where (X, J') ·· 
is D-regular. (All the spaces under consideration here-
after are assumed to be Hausdorff.) 
Lemma 3 Let (X, ~) be a D-regular space. Then we 
have: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
X is regular 
X is D-countable =) X is second 
countable and normal 
-··* g is a homeomorphism of· X in·t:o: ·x· ·· ; 
with g -l(u*) = U for Ue 
* * U CV => UCV 
* The sets of the form U (Ue :J) consti- -
tute a basis for a D-structure on x* 
.f * * 1. we set U << V (=) U << V; more-
over, X can be regarded as a D-subspace 
* of X a 
Proofs: (i) Let xeX, and let Ube a neighborhood of 
x. By D-regularity, there is a neighborhood, V, of x, 
(, 
such that V << U. Hence Vcu, and X is regular. 
(ii) Suppose X is D-countablee Let Q3 be the count• 
able basis for Do Let (P be the class, f P}, of sets of 63, 
which strongly contain members of Q] ; i.e. [P: Pe cB , 
3 Oe 63, 0 << P } . oJ is clearly countable. Let U be 
an open set, arid ·x~U~ By D-regularity, there is an open 
set, V, such that xeV << U. Hence there are sets O, P, X X 
in the basis for D, with vcox << PxcU, and hence xePxc.U. 
21 
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Obviously, P e (P . X U Px = U. Since (9 is countable, U x,u 
is the union of countably many members of (P. Hence Xis 
second countable. Since it is also regular, it is normal. 
(iii) Note, first, that g(x) is actually a generator 
for arbitrary xeX, if Xis D-regular: g(x) clearly has 
the FIP, and since Xis D-regular, for each U€g(x), there 
is a Veg(x) such that V << U. Suppose u1, u2 are open 
sets satisfying u1 << u2, and u1 () G f ~ for all G€g(x) o 
If x¢u2, then x¢u1, hence xEX - ifi", and X - u1 Eg(x). 
However, (x-ifi)nu1 = p, contradicting u1n G f p for all 
Geg(x). Thus XEUz, and U2eg(x). g is one to one~ Let x f Yo 
Then since Xis Hausdorff, there are sets Ueg(x), Veg(y), 
with unv = p. Hence g(x) f g(y), and g is one to one. 
The pre-image of u*, consists of the points of X which 
have neighborhood systems preceding U; i.e. { x: g(x) < U 1 o 
This is precisely U, since for each xeU, g(x) contains U, 
and for x¢U, some neighborhoods are not in U, i.e. g(x}¢U~ 
Thus g-l(u*) = U, and g is continuous. g-l is also con-
* 
tinuous, since for each open set, U, g(U) =Un g(X), 
) which ·is open in g(X). Hence g is 1one to one, into, and 
* 
bicontinuous; i.e. a homeomorphism of X into X. 
* 
(iv) Regarding X as a subspace of X, we have that 
* * * 
for any open set, U, in X, U =Un X. Hence if Uc V, 
* * 
. u n X C V n X. Thus u C V. 
,b 
* * (v) Suppose U << V. Then U << V, and hence by part 
* . (v) of lemma 2, U*c V ; hence condition (i) of the defini-
tion of strong inclusion is satisfied. Now suppose u1 << v* 
* * and u2 << V. Then u1 << V, and u2 <<VV, hence u1u u2 << V, 
. . 
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and (u1u u2) << V. By part 
i .• * .. -* * * (U1u b~). Hence u1u u2 << v 
-
(l.·1.·1) £ 1 2 u* * o emma.::: , l U· u2 
,!{1' 
and condition (ii) of the 
definition of strong- inclusion is satisfied. Similarly, 
* * * * if U << v1, and U << .v2, then U <·<·· v1, U << v2, hence we 
* * * * have U << v1n v2 and U << (V1n Vz) = v1n v2. Thus con-
dition (iii) is satisfied. Finally, u*<<: v* < ::;> U << V 
- -
=> X-V <<: X-U, by the definition of strong inclusion. 
-)* m* Hence (X=V << (X-U, , and by part (iv) of lemma 2, we 
* * . . -have X - V*<< X - ll*. Thus the first part of (v) is 
proved. Since U << V <=) u*<< v* . =) u*n X << v*n X in the 
* induced system, and Un X can be identified with U, as 
* . can V n X, with V, the last part of (v) is clear. II 
Crucial consequences of the preceding are contained 
in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1 If Xis D-regular, then x* is D-regular. 
If, in addition, X is D-countable, then x* is D-
countable, and second countable. 
As a subspace of x*, Xis dense in x*. 
* * Proof: Let u*e X and let V be a neighborhood of 
u*, where V c :T . Then u* < V and hence 3 U£u*, with Uc V, 
. 
and also 3 U'e u*, with U'<< U and therefore U'<< V. By 
( ) f 1 3 ,* * * . 1 part v o emma , U << V. Hence X 1.s D-regu ar. If 
Xis D-countable, then countably many pairs of open sets 
generate the D-structure. Let {Uk} be thes~ sets, ke~. 
By remark 2 of this chapter, { u:} is a basis for the 
* * topology of X. Thus X is second colintable. Since sets 
U* * . h f b f f * , V wit U << V, orm a asis or the D-structure o X , 
23 
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and X is D-countable with basis elements· { Uk } , the 
* } * class Uk forms a base for the D-structure of _x, since 
u* << V <=) U <<_ V <=> 3 Ui, v1 among the basic sets~·- with · 
* * * * Uc u1 << v1c. V, which is true iff U c::. u1 << v1 c V . Thus 
* X is D- countable. 
* * Let u*eX , and U be a neighborhood of u*, U e J" . 
Then u*<U, and there is a u1eu* with u1c U. Let XEU1 . 
* * Then g(x)<u1c U, so g(x)< U. Hence g(x)€U and Un X ,/ fl'. 
Therefore each neighborhood of any point meets X, and 
hence X is dense in x*. II 
* D-normality of X guarantees the compactness o.f X . 
The proof of this fact depends on the following. 
Lemma 4 Let X be D-regular and D-normal. Let A be 
. * * closed in X, and let xfA. Then there is a sequence 
~ un* } 1, , of neighborhoods of A, with Uk+l << Uk , 
* such that x*¢ u1 . 
Proof. By remark 2, we can choose a Vex*, so that 
"ff* n A = fl', and a Wt x* such that w1 << V. By D-normality 
and induction, we can determine a sequence { Wn}, with 
Wk<< Wk+l<< V. Put Un= X-Wn. From the definition of strong 
* * inclusion, X-V << ... << u2 << u1 ._ Furthermore, Ac (X-V) c Uk. 
_ Hence forms a sequence of neighborhoods of A, and { Uk* } 
* since x*£ V, x*¢u1 .· IJ 
( 
Theorem 2 If Xis D-regular and D-normal, then x* 
is compact. If, in addition, Xis D-countable, then 
x* is a compactum. 
-
. , . 
I 
·I 
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Proof: -Let A be a collection of subsets which are 
closed in. x*, and let A have the FIP. Let AGc,/ . For 
. * . 
each x*E X , with x*r/A, let f Un (x* ,A) 1 be a seq\lence as 
determined in lemma 4. Let U0 = [ Un(x*,A) : x*'°X-A, AecA{ 
Let [ Un (x~,Ak) : k = 1, ... ,m ] 
k m 
be a finite subset 
of U0 • There is a point ye .OAk , 
1 (k = 1, ... ,m). There is, then, 
* and hence ye Un (x,,Ak),--./ 
k 
a Uey, with the property 
UCUnk(x~,Ak) fo~ k = 1, ... ,m. Obviously, U is not void, 
hence the set kQlUnk (x,,Ak)-·is not void. Thus ?./.0 has the 
FIP. Note that Un+l (x* .,A) << Un (x* ,A), so that 21() satis-
fies the second condition for a generator, hereafter 
called the strong inclusion condition (SIC). If we can 
extend (/0 to a generator in each A determining U() , then 
we have shown that x* is compact. 
Form all finite intersections of members of U" . 
Call this set 'Y0 • It is clear from the preceding para-
graph, and from the properties that 'v;, satisfies both the 
FIP and the SIC. Let P denote the class of pairs, (U, V), 
of open sets with U << V, but for which the third condi-
tion for a generator is not satisfied; i.e. each V'E cP 
meets U, but no member of 6) is contained in V. Well 
order@. Since the cardinality of the power set of Xis 
2a, where a is the cardinality of X, 6> has an ord~-type 
..0.. 6> , whose cardinal:l..ty is ~ 2a. Thus <P = [ {U6 , V6 ) : 
For P1 = 
such that 
(U1,v1), we can find a sequence °>V1 
Ul << ... << Wn+l <<: Wn<< ... << Wl = V1, 
since X is D-normal. Let U • = 'Yo U ?¥, . U, has the FIP, 
since both Yo and w; do, and since each member of Yo meets 
25 
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u1c Wn. it_, also satisfies the SIC, since any member of 
U, belongs to either Y 0 or 7¥, , both of which satisfy 
---this condition. Moreover, the third condition for a gen-
erator is satisfied for P1 . Let 11, be the class of all 
finite intersections of members of U, . Now let ~ > 1 be 
the least ordinal such that U~, from P~, meets all the 
members of Y, . If no _such f3 exists, then Y, is a gener-
ator. If one does exist, define )V 13 , for P13 , as in the 
paragraph above. Let U f3 .:;= 'Y, U ')Y f3. U. 13 satisfies both 
the FIP and the SIC for reasons exactly analogous to the 
ones justifying the same property for 2/_1 in the argument 
a~ove. Let Y- 13 be the class of all finite intersections 
of members of U f3 • Clearly Y f3 satisfies the FIP, the SIC, 
- and the third condition for P 1, P f3. Note that Y; C Y f3. 
Now suppose f Y 6 : 6 E DJ is a collection of extensions of 
~ by adjunction of sequences as previously described; 
each Y 6 having the FIP, the SIC, and satisfying the thir.d 
condition for @ 6 C (?, and such that if 6 '< 6, then oJ ffC 6)5 . If D has no least upper bound f3~.Il6J, such that u13 , f~m P13 , meets each member of each Y 6 , then B~D Y 6 can be 
made into a generator: ,Let YD be the class of all finite 
intersections of members of 6~0 '>"\. Since (9 6 , C (5) 5 , any finite subset of U Y6 is contained in some Y 5 , and hence 
. 0 has non void intersection. Thus "Y'D has the FIP. Since 
each :Y'6 has the SIC, so does ')/'D' Moreover, each pair 
(U,V), with U << V, and U meeting each member of Y 0 , V, 
has some subset of YD contained in it, since none of f? - <90 · 
satisfy the hypotheses of the third condition .. If D has an 
26 
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upper bound t3<..f"4i, such that Ut3, from Pt3, meets each mem-
ber of each °¥ 6 , then we can construct 
-as before, and define "'V"t3 = ")/D U ~. 
a sequence,, )y" t3 , 
'Yt3 clearly has 
the FIP, satisfies SIC, and the third condition for (PD 
U P t3 = 6:J t3. Since the ordinal ...nf is an upper bound for 
the process, the procedure will produce a generator, a, 
which precedes all members of U0 • Thus ae:u*, for all tJ 
* in 2'· Thus aE nu. If at n A, then there would be a set 
Ue"tl0 Ar.+ 
A0 E A- with aiA0 and a UE U0 with ai ~, which is a con-
* tradiction. Hence ae n A, and X is compact. 
A •al/ 
If Xis D-countable in addition, then by Theorem 1, 
* X is second countable, hence compact and metric; i.e. 
* X is a c.ompactum. II 
Theorem 3 If X .is D-regular and D-normal, then we 
have * U*c V => * * . * U << V , in X 8 
Proof: For each u*ell*, there is a W *et1*- s·u·.ch that 
u 
Wu*C v*, since f w:* : WEu* J forms a basis for the neigh-
borhood system of u*. Furthermore, there is a W~*E u*, with 
W~* << Wu*' The class of sets f W~*: u*E U* j formed in 
this way is a covering for U*. The latter is compact, 
being a closed subset of x*. Hence there is a collection 
[ Wkt: k = 1, ... , n 1 of members of [ W~= 1 , which covers 
~- Let f w:: k = 1, .. ,n l . be the subset of [ w:*1 to 
which the r wk*I correspond according to the previous con-
struction. Wk<< Wk. Hence 1W' = UWk:<< UWk~= W, and W'<< W. 
* Clearly W' 
* * << W C V , 
. :i1 
• * d * * • u* I* contains U, an· V contains W; i.e. CW 
* * hence U < < V . II 
I 
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Up to this point, it has been shown that if Xis a 
second countable Hausdorff space, with a D-structure; and 
* is D-regular and D-normal, then -(X ,.g) is a· compactifica-
tion: of X. This compactification depen~s on the D-structure, 
and in general, does not coincide with the intuitive ideas 
concerning compactification by endpointsG For example, we 
would expect the sphere to be the compactification through 
endpoints of the punctured sphere, which is homeomorP-hic 
to the plane. The neighborhoods of the endpoint in this 
case being complements of compact sets. However, if we 
give the p·lane a D-structure by setting: U << V <=) UC V, 
then the complements of compact sets do not form a gener-
a tor, since two half planes, one closure of which is con-
tained in the other, shows that the third condition for 
/ 
a generator is violated. Hence a restriction on the D- struc-
ture of X, as well as on the topology of X, is necessary; 
* the latter, primarily to guarantee embedding in X. 
Let K denote the class of open sets of a locally peri-
pherally compact space, X, which have compact boundaries. 
Hereafter, Xis always assumed to be a second countable, 
Hausdorff, 1-ocompact space. 
We can define a D' -structure .for X by s:etting: 
(~) U << V - U, VeK, and Uc V. 
Denote this structure by Di. It remains to show that 
this is a genuine D'-structure for X. 
First, U << V => Uc V, by definition. Second, 
if u1 << V and u2 << V, then since u.l O u2c u1 U u2 , and 
' -·- ), 28 
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O(U1U u2)c OU1U dU2 , we have that u1U u2c V and O(u1U u2) 
~s compact, hence u1u u2 << _v. Similarly, if U << v1 , and 
U <<'. v2' then Ucvl and UcV2, hence Ucvln v2: Since vln 
V2 clearly has compact boundary, U << v1n v2 . Finally, we 
have U << V <=> Uc V <=> X-Vc x-U. Now vc V => {X-V) 
c {X-V), and since X-V is open while X-V is closed, we 
have (X-V) c (X-V). Therefore (X~V) c X-U. Furthermore, 
o(X-A) = aA = dA for any set, A, in X. Hence X-VEK, and 
x-ITEK; thus x-V << x-U. Therefore, DK is a legitiIDate 01 
structure, and we can thus extend it to a D-structure, DK, 
for X. 
The fact that the previous embedding of a D-regular, 
D-normal, second countable Hausdorff space densely into a 
compact space applies for the DK-structure, depends on the; 
following lemmas. 
Lemma 5 If Vis an open set, and UEK with Ucv, then 
-there is a set V0 eK, such that U c V c V c V. Con-o O '. 
sequently, U << V with respect to DK iff there is ~. 
set U1EK, such that uculcr1cv. 
Proof·: For each xEoU, there is a VxeK, with Vx c. V, 
sin~e Xis 1-ocompact. Because oU is compact, there are 
finitely many sets f Vk: k = 1, ... , n J which cover dU. Let 
V0 = U U [kQlvk}.c1early, V0 EK, and Ucv0 . By construction, 
V0 c Vo Hence the first part of the lemma. 
If U << V, then there are sets u1,v1e K, such that 
UC Ul << Vl C V, hence UC Ul C Ui C Vl C. V and uc::·u1 C. Ul 
CV. Conversely, if the last chain of inclusions holds 
\ 
. ' 
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for some u1e K. Then by the first of the theorem, there 
is a v1.E K, such that u1 c v1 c v1 c V, hence u c u1 c v1 
c V and UC u1 << v1 c V. So U << V, and. the second par.:_. 
of_ the lemma is proved. II 
Lemma 6. Xis DK-r~gular, and DK-normal. 
Proof: Let xeX and let -U be a neighborhood .. of x. Then 
there is in Ka neighborhood, V, of x, such that Ve:: Uo 
Since vn(X-V) = ~' x((X-V); hence (X-V)c X-[x} . By the 
preceding lermna, there is a w1 E K, · such that (X-V) c (X-V) 
c w1 c w1 c X-f xJ. Hence if W = X-Wi, and therefore W = 
X-W1, we have XE wcwcvc.u. Clearly WE K, and therefore 
Xis DK-regula~. 
Let U, VE K, and U << V. Then by the· previous lemma, 
there is a set u1 E K, such that Uc u1 c u1 c. V. Because 
Xis 1-ocompact, K is a basis for the topology of X, thu.s 
-the preceding shows that Xis DK-normal.II 
If x* is the derived space of X, the set x*-x is the 
* . class of endpoints of X. Henceforth, X will always be 
used to denote the compactification of X by endpoints. 
Remark 3: Since K is a basis for the topology of X, 
* each x*EX can be generated by members of K. In what 
follows, use will be made of this fact without ex-
plicit mention. 
Lennna 7 *" * If o is the boundary operator in X, th~n 
for each * UE K, du= oU. Consequently, the class of 
. . * enpoints, X - X, is zero-dimensional. 
./ 
I 
,· 
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,r·. 
Proof: Since u*e U* <=> unv I~ for all Veu*, we 
have that if u*E oU, then each Veu*, considered as a sub-
set of x*, satisfies unv ,f. ~' since such V are neighbor-
* hoods of u*, and u*e u?C'. Because u* ¢ U, u_?'<~ U , therefore 
. ~ * * ~ * d ~~ ~ * * o.J: "IC' u-;("eo U = U7('-U , an hence oUC o U. Now suppose u*eo U . 
* Then u* 1 U U (X-U), since u*< U , u*e U ; u*< (X-U) =) 
* ( "'* * "* d u* * * ~ * * u e X-U, = X - U, an neither nor X - U meets o U . 
Thus for each Ve u*' V ¢ u u (X - IT) or V n oU I tj. 
Assertion: { V n OU : VE u* J has the FIP. Let Vkeu*, 
--
(k = l, ... ,n). Since for each pair V.,v., there is a Set 
l. J 
of u* in v. n v., we have that there is a V eu*, such that 
n l. J O . n n 
Voe knlvk. Thus kU1<Vkn OU)= <kul--vk) n au::, vonau i ¢. 
Because au is compact, f V n au: Ve u*] has non-void 
intersection. Let u be a point of this intersection. Hence 
ue oU and ue V for all Veu* and thus ueV for all Vtu*. 
Therefore, u*· is equivalent, to the neighborhood system ,of 
LI; i.e. u* = g(u). Hence a*u*c OU, and the first part of 
tp·e. !f;tnma is established. 
* * . Let u*eX - X, and let U be a neighborhood of q*. 
Since u* can be generated by members of K, and since { v*: 
-~ 
Veu*} is a base for the neighborhood system' of u*, we 
* * have that there is a VeK, Veu*, such that V ~ U . Now 
V* n * . * . (X - X) is .a neighborhood of u* in X - X. The bound-
* ** * **_. ary of this set in X - Xis o V n (X - X). Since o V = 
oV, which is compact, consisting of points of X, the 
* * boundary of V n (X - X) is void. Hence ever·y neighborhood 
* of a point of X - X contains a relatively closed-open set, 
which is a neighborhood. Thus x* - X is zero-dimensional -11 
31 
AD-structure related to the connectedness can be 
defined in the following way. 
Let Z be the class of all closed-open subsets of X. 
For U,Ve Z, define 
(7) U << V (=) U C. V. 
This is a D'-structure for X, since U<< V => U = Uc V; 
u1<<V,Uz<< V =) u1c V, u2 c. V => u1u u2 c v => 
u1 u u2 << V, since u1U u2 is closed-open. Similarly, 
u << Vl, U <<: v2 =~ UC v1 , UC Vz ='> Uc v1n v2 => 
U << v1n Vz, since v1n Vz is closed-open. Finally, U << V 
=> Uc V => X-V c:. X-U => X-V << x-U, because IT = U, 
V = V, and both X-V and X-U are closed-open~ Let Dz denote 
the D-structure generated by this n!structure, and let Z(X) 
denote the space derived from X with the D2 -structure. Z(X) 
is called the component space. In general, the elements of 
the component space are not single components of the space_, 
as the following example shows. 
In E2 , consider X: C 
,n 
Dn = [ (O,y) : n<y<n+l J 
= [ (1/n, y) J 
(neJ+). 
Each D is a component, being a maximal connected set n 
However, no single Dn constitutes a point of Z(X), since 
any closed-open set containing any D0 m~ets almost all en, 
and, in fact, must contain almost all en, since each is a 
closed-open set, and a component; and hence must contain 
· all Dn' because a set closed-o_pen in X is the intersection 
of a set open in E2 with X, as well as the intersection of 
a set closed in E2 with X. 
... 
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If U is an open set in a 1-ocompact space, X, then 
define z(U) to be.the closed-open set containing U which 
has no proper closed-open subset containing U. Further, 
--define z(u*) to be [ z(U): UEu* ] . z is then a function 
* on X to Z(X). 
If O is an open set in Z(X), then by definition, 
-1 ) * z (O consists of those generators in X (i.e. points of 
* . X) which precede the closed-open sets which constitute 
O; 0 being a collection of closed-open subsets of X. Hence 
z is continuous from x* onto Z(X), and consequently, Z(X) 
• 1s compact. 
The results concerni:ng: a 1-oco.mpact space, and :t·h.e:· 
.-c:bmponent space are summarized in the followin~ theorem. 
Theorem 4 If Xis a locally peripherally compact 
t 
* space, then X is the compactification by endpoints; 
b · a · * a * b · a· · 1 X eing ense in X; an X - X eing zero- 1mens1ona . 
Further, if Z(X) is the component space, then Z(X) is 
compact and is also zero-dimensional. 
Proof: Because Xis Dx_-regular, and DK-normal, x* is 
* * compact, and Xis dense in X by Theorems 1 and 2. X - X 
is zero-dimensional by the last lemma, above. 
Since Z(X) is the image of x* under z, it is compact, 
and is zero-dimensional since neighborhoods of points of 
Z(X) are closed-open sets.fl 
If the restrictions on X are strengthened, then, 
* naturally, X has~a more restricted structure. In parti-
cular, we shall assume in the following, that Xis a local 
·~ 
,, 
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peripheral compactum, as well as second countable and 
Hausdorff, and that it has the DK-structure as described 
previously. -The effect -this condition has on the structu-re 
of x*, is contained in the following theorem. 
* Theorem 5 X, the compactification of X by endpoints, 
is a compactum if and only if the component space, Z(X) 
• 1s a compactum. 
* Proof: If X is a compactum, then since z. ·is contin-
uous, and Z{X) is the image of x* under z, we have that 
Z(X) • 1s a compactum. 
Conversely, if Z(X) is a compactum, then granting 
that DK has a countable basis, i.e. Xis DK-countable, 
* . * then by Theorem 1, X 1s second countable. Hence X is a 
second countable, ·compact, Hausdorff space and therefore 
is a compactum. The fact that Xis DK-countable if Z(X) is 
a compactum is guaranteed by the following lenunas. 
Lemma 8 Z(X) is a compactum if and only if every 
decreasing sequence of closed-open, non-void se_ts 
in X, has a non-void intersection. 
fr 
Proof: Suppose that every decreasing sequence of non-
void, closed-open sets in X has a non-void intersection. 
Since Xis second countable, there is a countable basis,-
U , for the class of all closed-open subsets of X. Let 
Y be the class of all finite intersections of members 
00 
of U. Let Ube a closed-open set. Then U = k~luk for 
some set { Uk: Uk€ U, k€J+ J . [ U- <kYluk)] is clearly 
a decreasing sequence of closed-open sets which has v9id 
,. 
; ',.. ~· 
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intersection. By assumption that no such sequence has void 
m intersection, we have that some U- (k~l Uk)=¢. Hence 
m 
U =k~l Uk for some m, and therefore U E ')'. Thus the set 
, 
can be-used to form a countable basis for Dz, by setting 
u1 << u2 relati·ve to Dz if and only if there is a V e Y 
such that u1 c V cu2 . Thus X·is Dz - ~ountable. Since 
Z(X) is the derived space of X with the Dz - stru~ture 
and the open sets derived from members of Y form a basis 
for the topology of Z(X), we have that Z{X) is second 
countab·le. By Theorem 4, it is compact, hence a compactum, 
.since Z (~ is also Hausdorff. Z (X) is Hausdorff., since 
if z1,z2 e Z(X), then z1,z2 , are systems of closed-open 
sets. If zl·. I Zz, then there is a ul e zl and a Uz E z2, 
where u1 ., u2, are disjoint closed-: .open sets in X. Now 
the set of all z < u1, relative to Dz is a neighborhood 
of z, in Z(X), and similarly, for all z < u2 . These 
.latter neighborhoods are disjoint by the elementary prop-
e±ties of the open sets for a derived space. 
To prove the converse, suppose [Mk: k = 1,2, ... J 
.. is a decreasing sequence of c~~sed-open sets in X, none 
void, but with void intersection. In this case, 
f Nk : Nk = ~ - Hic+1 J , is a sequence of mutually disjoint 
. l, + 
c.·losed-open sets. Suppose J"'~c J , the set of natural 
numbers ;k~J-iNk an'1c~JtJ' Nk are complementary sets in M1 
~ 
and are both closed-open, sinc~~J+ Nk =k~J+ [ ~n M:k+i] 
. ,....._,, 
=M1 n [k~J+ Mic+1 l , because f ~ ( is decreasing. Hence 
.,.. ,,,,,,,-,, 
k~J+ Nk = M1 n [kQJ+ Mic+l] = M1 n X = M1, a c10Sed-open 
36 
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set. Hence f z: z < k~J+Nk relative to Dz} is a close'tt-
open set in Z(X) for any subset ·J'c J+. Therefore, Z(X) 
......... 
. .. 
contains uncountably many closed-open sets. A.compactum, 
however, can contain only countably many closed-open sets, 
.. since it is second countable, and each closed-open set, 
being compact, can be expressed as the union of finitely 
many members of the basis. Thus Z(X) cannot be a com~actum 
if there is a sequence of non-void, closed-open sets in X 
with void intersection. Hence the converse of the l~mma. II 
Lemma 9 Suppose Ac Xis.closed, and oA is compact; 
and suppose Z(X) is a compactum. Then Z(A), the 
component space of A with the relative topology and 
D-structure, is a compactum. 
Proof~ Let [ Mk} be a decreasing sequence of closed-
open sets in A, none being void. Suppose ~n oA I¢ for 
all k. [ Mkn dA1 are closed in dA and has the FIP. Hence 
by the compactness of oA, kQj+(Mkn oA) ~~'and therefore 
kQ~ ~~-Now suppose Mi.en oA =~for some k. For n~ k, 
then, Mn is open in A-oA, as well as in A. Since A-oA is 
open in X, is~ for k. Because each Mn • closed so n 1.S n 
in A -and A • closed • X, Mn • closed in x. Since Z(X) 1.S in 1S 
is a compactum, then by lemma 8, kQJ+ Mk r/ </. Hence, • using 
the same lemma, we have that Z(A) is a compactum, since in 
both cases, ~n oA ~ ~ for all k, or=~ for some k, in 
either case, we have kQJ+ ~:/fl/. II 
The crucial result used in the proof of Theorem 5, 
the fact that Dz has a countable basis, will now be pro,ted. 
36 
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Lemma 110 Suppose Z(X) is a compactum. Then there is 
a countable subset, K'c K, such that for every two 
sets U, VeK, "there is a set WeK' such that U << W << V. 
Consequently, Dz has a countable basis. 
Proof: Since X is secon.d countable and a 1-ocompactum, 
There is a collection [Un: neJ+] with 
a basis for the topology -of X. Let rAn = 
UneK, that forms 
{ i\= k, n} U 
[ X-Uk: k( n} . Let '8>i be the class of all intersec-
tions of members of rAYJ ; and let CJ"- be the class of all 
closed-open subsets of d3'>l . Since :i.t is assumed that 
is a compactum, we have by lemma 9, that Z(B) is a compac-
tum for all BE~. Thus each Bis the union of countably 
many clo~ed-open: set_:s, and hence C,,. is countable. Let K 
n 
be the class of all finite unions of members of c~; and 
00 
let Kn = [ C0 : CeKn} . Define K' = nYlK~ . It is clear 
·from the construction of K', that K' c K. Now let U,VEK 
with U << V. Since dU is compact, we can choose finitely 
tnany members from { Un: neJ+ / to cover dU Denote these 
by uk
1
,uk
2
, ... ,Ukn' We can assume that Ukic. v (i=l ... n}, 
since we could, by DK-regularity, restrict our attention 
to the subset of [ Un: ne.V J which are neighborhoods of 
points of oU, and which satisfy U << V. Let r = max k., n IStj~..,.. 1. 
I . 
and let cBT be the collection of all BE 63-r with Bnu :I fi; 
- I I I/ 111 
clearly, then a3r covers U. Decompose 63,. into 63,. and &-r 
II ,,, 
by having Be la'"' . <=> (Be 63Y' and Bnou f fi); Be o3v- <=) 
II II 
Bi c13.,. . If Be 63.,. ; then because of the definition of cA.,., , 
and of ~.,,,, B is a subset of an Ae rA..., for each m ~ r; · 
37 
and is therefore a subset of uk. or of x-uk. for i=l, .. ,n 
Also, BOOU :J 9', and since [uk.t covers OU~ BOUk. :J ~, 
--~---
- 1. 
- II J for some j~n. Hence Bcuk:=v, a~~ each BE 63.,.is in V. If 
I()''' ' J Be'"°~, then Bnou =~and thus Bnu is a closed-open set \, 
1in B. Hence BnUE Or . Put 
T = ( u ,,B) u ( u ... (Bnu)) . 
Be 63..,.. a~d3..,. ··-·--- , II ,,, 
Since B is closed-open in itself, and the class (8.,. = C3r U 63'1" 
has finitely many members, w~ have TeKr. Moreover, since 
,, I 
each BE 63'" is in v, and Bnu c v, r c v. Since &..,. is a 
coveriilg for U, Uc T. Also, since OU is covered by f Uk.: 
i=l, ... ,n} , and r=max k., we have thaf~du is in the 
1 
I~ ,· C l'1 1. . 
interior of U .. B, being generated from the closures of s~!By 
such open sets. Hence au is interior to T. Let W be the ·-
interior of T. Then, since WeK~c K', a countable set, ~nd 
- 0 -Uc W = T, W = Tc V, we have· that for each U, V EK., with 
U << V, there is a WeK', with U << W << V. Thus the fir-st' 
·part of the lemma is proved. ,, ' 
Now suppose U0 << V0 , relative to Di! There is then 
a set w1 eK', such that U O << w1 << VO • Since w1 EK, we 
have that there is also a set w2eK' with U0 << w1 << Wz<< V0 . 
If U << V relative to DK, then there are sets U0 ~V0 in K, 
such that Uc U0 < < V0 c V, and ~ence there are sets w1,w2 · 
in K' such that Uc w1 << w2 c V. Thus K' can be used to 
form a countable basis for DK. Hence the second part of 
the iemma, and thus. Tqe.orem 5, is established. II 
'J 
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3. Characterization of Endpoint Compactification 
It was p-reviously shown that the set of endpoints was 
zero-dimensional. It is not necessarily true, however, that 
if Y is a compactum, and X is a dense subspace with Y - X, 
zero-dimensional, then Y is the compactification of X by 
endpoints. A simple example illustrates this. The compac-
tification of the open unit interval by endpo_tnts is, 
simply, the closed unit interval. The one point compacti-
fication, the circle, is a compactum with the open unit 
interval densely embedded in it, and having the latter 
subspace with zero-dimensional complement. This motivates 
the following condition. 
• 
Non-separating Condition~ If Y is a compactum in 
which X is densely embedded, then ('Y ., X) satisfies 
the Non-separating Condition if£ for each point, 
xe Y - X, and every neighborhood, U, of x, in ., 
it is not possible to decompose unx into two dis-
joint sets, both open in X, and both having x as a 
point of accumulation . 
. . 
The fact that Y is the compactification of X by 
endpoints if Y is a compactum, y· - X is zero-dimensional, 
and(~ ,X) satisfies the Non-separating, Condition, is a 
consequence of the following lemmas. 
Lemma l Let Y be a compactum. Let X be a second. 
countable, ~Hausdorff, 1-ocompactum contained densely 
' ~ 
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in Y, and let Y-X .. be zero-dimensional. Then there is 
a continuous function, f, from x*, the compactifica-
tion of __ X b·y endpoints, onto Y, such that f(X) = X. 
If, in addition, (Y,X) satisfies the Non-separating 
Condition, then f is a homeomorphism. 
Proof: Let~ denote the closure of a set, A, in Y; 
and for x*EX*, X* denotes f U: Uex* } . Since x* has FIP, 
-d -* L b . ( f Y) 11 . so oes x. et y e a_po1.nt o , common to a , since 
the members of x* are closed subsets of Y, a compact 
space, and have the FIP, their intersection is not void~ 
It is possible to find neighborhoods V,W of y, such that 
V c W, oV, oW c. X, since if yEX, then since X is a 1-ocom-
pactum, there are neighborhoods V0 ,W0 (in X) with V0 C W0 , 
and with bo(n-d;ries compact in X, hence closed in Y. Now 
J 
there are open sets v,w in Y, such that Vo= vnx, WO= wnx; 
and since oV0 (in X) = oV n X, and oV0 is closed in Y, we 
have oV = oV0 . Similarly, oW = oW0 . Hence oV,oW C X. If 
ye Y-X, then since Y is a compactum, hence regular, and 
Y-X is zero-dimensional, there are neighborhoods V,W of y, 
such that Ve Wand o(Vn(Y-X)) = ~' o(Wn(Y-X)) =~'and 
- -
. 
hence oV, oW C X. Now for Uex*, we have yeU, hence unv i ~ 
. 
for all Uex*. Since Vis open, unv I~- Thus, by the pro~ 
perties of generators, there is a set U
0
ex*, with U
0
C W. 
Thus U0c W. The intersection qf members of X* is, then, 
in each neighborhood of y, and hence is y. Define f(x*·)=y. 
- -
- -Since all x*< U O are mapped into W, the pre-image of W 
* under f contains U0 , hence f is a continuous function. 
... 
. :.'·, ' ... ,.· 
.-···· 
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··, 
f is onto, since the neighborhood system of each point of 
Y contains very small:·~ neighborhoods of the form V C W, and 
-
oV,oW C X; consequently, such a neighborhood system can 
.. torm a generator. · £ {X) = X, since clearly, ·from the con-
struction of f(x), xis mapped to its neighborhood system. 
Suppose the Non-separating Condition.is satisfied. 
Let aEY-X and let A= f- 1 (a)~ A is closed and zero-dimen-
sional, since f is continuous. Assume A consists of more 
· ~than one point. Thus, is Vis a sufficiently small neigh-
borhood of a (in Y), f- 1 (V) consists of two disjoint open 
-
sets C,D. If V' is a neighborhood of a with 'iJT", then f- 1(V') 
consists of two disjoint open sets, ·C' ,D', which have 
d_isj oint- closures, and both of which contain members of 
A The decomposition c•nx, D'nx of V'O X contradicts th~ 
Non-separating Condition.Thus f must be one to one, and 
since f is a continuous function from one compact Hausdorff 
* 
.space onto another, it is a homeomorphism of X to Y. Thus 
the second part of the lemma. II 
Lemma 2 * X satisfies the Non-separat'ing Condition 
Proof: Let W be a x*-neighborhood of x*, and assume 
. that W violates the Non-separating Condition. Let U,V be 
two open sets inducing the violation for wnx. Let W' be 
* . a X· -neighborhood of x* with W' c W. Then W 'nx can be de-
composed into U' = W' n U and V' = W' n V. U'c U (in X), 
and V'C V, since U'c W', hence Ut:' W'c:: W = UUV and since 
,-- U'c U, and Vis open and disjoint from U, we have urc u. 
and similarly, V'c=. V. Because W' is a neighborhood of x*, 
·, . 
'. -....... ,. -·· .. -, --- -, ... 
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and the closure of U • * contains x*, the closure of in X as 
x* does;so the closures of U', V' • 
"Ir 
each Vin also in X con-
tain x*. Thus for each U ex'f<" 0 ' uon U' I rJ, uon V' :f ___ <j. Hence 
by the properties of generators, there are sets u1,u2ex*, 
such that u1cu, u2cv. From unv = ¢, it follows that 
* u1n u2 =¢,contradicting the FIP for x*. Thus X must 
satisfy the Non-separating Condition. II 
6 
Lemma 3 Let Y be a compactum, let X be dense in Y, 
and let Y-X be zero-dimensional. Furthermore let 
(Y,X) satisfy the Non-separating Condition. Then X 
is a 1-ocompactum, and Z(X) is a compactum. 
Proof:- Let xeX. From results in Dimensiontheory,(e.g. 
Hurewicz and Wallman[2] ,p. 19), it is known that the 
union of a zero-dimensional subspace and a point is still 
zero-dimensional. In particular, (x) U (Y-X) • is zero-
dimensional. Thus for each neighborhood, U, of x, there is 
a neighborhood, V c U, such that oV n (Y-X) =¢.Hence 
oV- C X. Since Y is a compactum, oV is a compactum, and 
I 
thus Xis a 1-ocompactum. 
~uppose [ Mic J is a decreasing sequence of distinct 
closed-open sets in X. Choose aneM0 -Mn+i· Since Y is a 
compactum, there is a convervent subsequence, an-+ a. If 
k 
aeX, then a is in some component of X. This component can 
not consist of a alone, since this would prohibit a --4, a. 
nk ~ 
Hence this component must contain almost all a . Thus we 
oo nk 
have kQl~k =/ 9', and Z{X} is a compactum by a previou.s 
lemma. This conclusion rests on the assumption that aeX. 
42 
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Assume aeY-X. Because of the hypotheses on X, and the lemma 
preceding, we can identif~ Y with x*; hence aex*- X. By 
··- * construction of a, we have that W n M1 :/~for all Wea, 
* * I *···* * * anf hence ~-n M1 :/ ~. Since o M1 = oM1 , we have a~ M1, 
. * -thus M1 is a neighborhood of a. But in this case, let 00 00 
s =kM1 (Mzk-~2k+l>' and T = k~l (M2k-l - Mzk). Then SUT 
is M1, which is M~nx. Now SOT=~' while both Sand Tare 
open in X_. Hence both have a as a point of accumulation, 
violating the Non-separating Condition. Hence aeX and the 
lemma holds. II 
The results concerning characterization are collected. 
in the following. 
. ...... Theorem 1 Let Y be a compactum, and let X be a dense 
subspace of Y. Y is the compactification of X by end-
points iff Y-X is zero dimensional, and (Y,X) satis-
fies the Non-separating Condition. 
Proof: If Y = x*, then by Lemma 2, (x*, X) satisfies 
the Non-separating Condition. By Theorem 4 of Chapter 2, 
* X - Xis zero-dimensional. 
If Xis dense in Y, and Y-X is zero-dimensional, 
with (Y,X) satisfyip,J:~e Non-separating Condition, we 
,.~ 
have by Lermna 3, that Xis a 1-ocompactum, and since Xis 
a subspace of _a compactum, it is second countable. Thus, 
* . by Lemma 1, Y = X . II 
-~ 
;. . 
,· . ! ' ~ .~: ! : 
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4. Connected Topological Groups 
Topological spaces, in general, might have any number 
of endpoints; the only inherent restriction being that the 
class of endpoints be zero-dimensional. If, however, the 
space is also a group, the class of endpoints may be some-
what restricted in character. The following is an important 
result in the case where the space is a connected topo-
·,.. 
logical group for which endpoints are defined. 
Theorem~ A topological group which is a connected, 
second countable, 1- a compactum, has two endpoints, 
at most. Moreover, if such a group has exactly two 
endpoints, and if [ak: k J+]. is a sequence of 
points of the group converging to one end point, then 
f ak-l: k J+ J , converges to the other. 
The proof of the theor:em depends qn the following lemmas, 
in which Xis a topological multiplicative group, satis-
* fying the hypotheses of the theorem, and in which X 
I - ...... ,ll 
fhe compactification by endpoints. 
• l.S 
Lemma 1~ Multiplication, both on the left and on the 
* right, by a fixed x e X is a topological map of X onto 
itself, .under which endpoints remain fixed . Here 
* * xu is defined to be lim xuk, where u is an endpoint, 
* is a sequence converging to u o 
Lemma 2: If lim * then for each subset, Uk - u M, -
' 
* which • • 1S in a compactum X, and for each Ue u , MukC 
'{'I' 
U for almost all k€ J+: Consequently, each -compactum 
·44 
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in X can be translated into each neighborhood of 
- an endpoint by either right or left multiplication. 
* * * Proci:-of Theorem: Let u, v, and w be three dis-
-
tinct endpoints. Since spaces discussed are Hausdorff, 
by the properties of generators we can choose disjoint 
* * * * sets Ue u , Vf= v , W€ w , and also a set V'e v , such 
that V 1c V. Since au is a compactum, there is a Ce X 
such that (dU)ccV', since au can be translated into 
* * V v , a neighborhood of v , and (d U) cc X, hence ( oU)·c 
* X n V' =V V. Moreover' since for any Se.ts E, F in a topo-
logical group, and any point, c, Ee n Fe= (E nF)c, Ee = Ee, 
and Fe= Fe, we have (,a U)c = (if n (X- U) )c = Uc n (X - U)c 
= o (Uc)~ Let N = Uc n (X - v°T). Since N is disjoint 
from V', and a (Uc)c V V' we have ~Ncov V 'c)N¢ V' Ii Hence N is 
closed-open in X . ~v. 1 • From the first lemma, we have that-
the class of sets formed by multiplying each member of 
* * * tl by c also generates u . Thus we have u < Uc. Clearly 
* * * u < X vTD Thus u < N. Let O = Nn_(X-V). u < 0 since 
* u <. N 
x-v. 
* and u < O:X-Vo Since x-vcx-vr, 0 is closed-open in 
* Clearly w (011 In a similar wat, construct a set, 
* * P, which is closed-open in X-V, such that w < P, and, u </ Pa 
We can assume that OllP = 1', since Ofl(X-P) satisfies the 
same essential properties as O, and similarly for Pn(X-- O) 
~ 
and P, while (O/l{X-P))n (P()(X-0)) = ft,, so O and P could 
be replaced by these. Let Av be the intersection of a11· 
* closed-open subsets of X-V which contain u; and similarly, 
... 
/ 
~·· 
;· 
w_, • .,__....~llf 
ft. ...... 
* define Bv with respect tow. Z(X) is a compactum since 
X is connected. Because X-V is closed in X, and d V is a .. 
compactum, Z(X-V) is a compactum, ·and therefore, Av 'f ¢, 
Bv f ¢. AvnBV = ¢, since OnP = ¢. Let Vk be a decreasing 
* sequence of sets {of K) which generate v. Define Av, B k · vk 
. 
for each Vk as previously for V. Clearly, Av c Av , 
n n+l 
00 00 
Let A = n A __ , and let B =n BV . 
k=l--vk k•l k 
If V'k is 
* another sequence generatin·g v , then by the properties, of 
generators, for each Vn' there is a V'm such that V'm<<Vn, 
and similarly, for each V' , there is a V with V << V' 
n m m n. 
Thus A and Bare independent of the choice of generating 
sequence. If O is closed-open in X-V, then for c e X, cO 
,is closed-open in X-cV, consequently, the intersection 
* • * of all sets closed-open in cV, AcV' containing cu = U 1S 
' 
the intersection of all cO, which i~ cAv· Similarly, Bev= 
cBV. Now if Vk generates v*, so do-es cVk . Thus cA = t 
00 GIO 
en A__ = n cA __ = A = A since A is independent of choic·e k•1--vk k·l --vk cvk ' 
of generator. Similarly, cB = B. Choose a,A, and bEB, 
and let c = ba-1. Then cA = A implies that AnB 'f ¢. From 
the definition of A and B, and the fact that Av n Bv = ¢ 
n n 
for all n, we clearly have AnB = ¢. Thus the assumption 
that there can be three distinct endpoints must be false. 
The unit circle in the complex plane, with multiplication 
is an examJle of a compact topological group having no 
endpoints; the complex plane with addition has one.end-
point; and the real line with addition has two. All these 
topological groups are connected, second countable, and 
•·' 
.... ' 
·46 
\. 
are local peripheral compacta. Hence the theorem's first 
pa~t is a sharp result. 
* - *-To prove the ·second part, let u and v be two end-
points of a topological group satisfying the hypotheses, 
and let [vk 1 be a 
* generate v, with 
decreasing sequence of sets of K which 
* u /.. v1. Define Av , __ and A as in the 
paragraph above. 
k 
Again, cA = A for cEX. Choosing c =a-l 
for aeA, shows that the identity e is in Ao Thus, also, 
there is a set Vk' such 
By the second lemma, in 
t3 (en V1) = end v1 c. Vk. 
that ee Av , consequently, ee X-Vk. 
k 
each V there is a f c 1 such that n n~ 
Letting Nn = en v1n (X-Vk), an argu--
ment analogous to that used to show that N was closed-
in x-vr in the proof of the first part of the theorem·, 
·s·hows that Nn is closed-open in X-Vk. * Because u /_ V 1' 
*~ *~ u ,..: cnv1 , and hence u .,._ Nn. From the definitio.n of Avk, 
* which contains u, and of N, the last result implies n 
that N nA__ = ~. Since egAv, we have that e~N. From n -~k k n 
the definition of Nn, and the fact that eE(X-Vk), it 
follows that e;cnVl and thus that c~1 ¢v1 . Since the 
taking of inverses is fl topological map of the space onto 
itself, and since.fen 1 • eventually • each member of lS in 
generator, f c~ l} • also eventually • each member of a lS in 
a generator, • f v~ 11 · That the last class • viz. 1S a gene-
~ 
rator is easily verified by testing the conditions for a 
generator, and by noting.that members of a D-structure 
are preserved under inverses. Hence (c~1] converges to an 
47 
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endpoint. * "!'91 Since u ~ v1, ·en must converge to the other, 
* v . Each sequence, f ak l, converging to an endpoint deter-
mines a decreasing sequence of sets generating the end-
point, with each ak contained in a correspondingly indexed 
open set. If this seq_uence is used as the Vk determining 
· · [ en 1 , then clearly [a~ 1} converges to the same limit as ' 
f c~1}. Hence the second part of the theorem. II 
Remark: Note that it is a consequence of this theorem, 
that a space satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem 
is necessarily locally compact, since each neighbor-
hood of an arbitrary point contains a closed neigh~ 
borhood, disjoint from the endpoints, and hence a 
compact neighborhood. 
We now justify the lennnas used. It is well known from the 
theory of topological groups, (see, e.g. L. Pontrjagin [2]) 
that multiplication by a fixed element is a homeo~orphism. 
It is easily seen that such multiplication preserves dis-
tinct generators; and hence maps endpoints _onto endpoints. 
< 
L·et U,V K, and Ucv. Since dU is a compact set in a topo-
.. logical group, a(aU) = aoUC:V for all points, a, • 1.n some 
neighborhood of the identity, e. Let N = aun(X-V), and 
hence ~ N C d(aU)Ud (X-V), and thus d NC d V. Now sup-
pose lim ak = e and Nk = akU n (X-V). If all the set~ Nk, 
were not void, then from the connectedness of X, all Nk 
would not be void, and there would then b~ a sequence,fck), 
.. 
such that and hence ckE akU .. thus ck=akbk, 
where bk£ U. Since eke Ov, it has a point of accumulation, 
. ' 
r;;: 
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c, and because of the definition of Nk, is atso a point of 
accumulation of f bk) ; recalling that ak converges to e, 
this implies that c is in U, contradicting Ucv. Hence 
each unit sequence, f ak1, produces infinitely many Nk 
which are void, and have akUcv. Thus we have aUcv, for 
all a in some neighborhood of e. Now let f Wk l be class 
of sets of K with Wk+l c Wk, forming a gener,ator for a-n 
endpoint, u*. Let Sk be neighborhoods of e such that 
awk+l c Wk, for a Sk . Thus au*< Wk for all a in Sn. 
Using these results, it is not difficult to see that 
given a sequence f ak1 converging to e, a.lmost all members 
of the sequence satisfy aku* < Wn' for each n. Consequently, 
lim (aku*) = (lim ak)u*, for every convergent sequence, [ak). 
This shows that the multiplication by ·the endpoint maps ~ 
* X continuously into X - X. Because the latter is zero-
dimensional, and the former connected, au* = u* for all a., 
The second le~a is a consequence of this since if lim ck. 
% ~ 
. 
= u*, for all Wcu*, we have. ack W for almost all ck )· and 
where a ranges through neighborhoods of e. Since a compact 
subset can be tteated in finitely many sections, deter-
mined by a finite open subcover, of a covering, each member 
of which can be translated into each W by almost all ak, 
the second lemma follows. :~ 
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